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Research in several settings has demonstrated that alcohol consumption in the general population is highly skewed. Historical analyses of the distribution of drinking in numerous countries consistently show a stark concentration of consumption among the heaviest drinkers even across countries with markedly different levels of consumption. Much of the early work on this topic has focused on theory development rather than the specific distribution of drinking. Studies specifically looking at the amount of alcohol consumed by the heaviest drinkers have produced broadly similar results. In the US, Kerr et al. found that the heaviest 10% of drinkers consumed 55% of all alcohol. More recently, UK researchers have shown that the heaviest drinking 4% of the population in the UK drank 30% of all alcohol consumed and contributed to 23% of industry revenue.

In this study, we will examine the distribution of alcohol consumption in Australia, especially focusing on identifying the heaviest drinking 10% of the Australian population. While the highly skewed nature of the drinking distribution has been understood for a long time, there remains little research that explores the characteristics and drinking behaviours of those at the very top of the distribution. Most studies (e.g. Kuntsche et al.) focus on people who drink above certain threshold levels (e.g. the Australian low-risk drinking guidelines). These studies tend to find that Australians who drink above the low-risk drinking guidelines are more likely to be male, more likely to live outside of major cities and more likely to live in areas of higher socioeconomic status. The relationship between age group and alcohol consumption has been changing – young adults have historically been the most likely to drink at risky levels, but in recent surveys the gap between those aged 18-29 and older adults has narrowed substantially. These studies genuinely rely on definitions based on certain levels of risk (usually national drinking guidelines), which tend to include a significant proportion of the population. For example, around one in four Australians reported drinking at risky levels in the most recent national survey. As has been shown in US and UK studies discussed above, this group includes a smaller subset of people who drink at disproportionately high levels (e.g. in the US 10% of people drink more than half of all the alcohol consumed). In this study, we are interested in better understanding who these very heaviest drinkers are, what and where they drink and the risk behaviours they engage in while drinking. This group is likely to be heavily over-represented in both acute and chronic harms from alcohol and thus clearly an important target for public policy.

Developing a clearer picture of these heavy drinkers will provide critical evidence both in terms of policies targeted at the population (e.g. by identifying beverages, settings and purchasing practices most utilised by these drinkers) and at the individual (by providing a clearer socio-demographic picture of who they are and who they are not). Thus, this study has three major aims:

1. To examine the distribution of drinking in Australia and provide the first robust evidence of the proportion of alcohol consumed by the heaviest drinkers.

Abstract

Objective: This study examined the distribution of alcohol consumption in Australia, identifying the heaviest drinking 10% of the population and examining their sociodemographic characteristics and their alcohol consumption and purchasing practices.

Methods: Data came from the 2016 National Drug Strategy Household Survey and the 2013 International Alcohol Control Study. The heaviest drinking 10% of the population identified based on estimates of annual alcohol consumption. Logistic regression was then used to assess the factors that distinguished these heaviest drinkers from the rest of the drinking population.

Results: The heaviest drinking 10% of the population consumed 54.4% of all alcohol consumed. These heavy drinkers were more likely to be men and to live in regional and remote areas. They were more likely to drink cask wine and full-strength beer and to purchase cheaper alcohol than other drinkers.

Conclusions: Australian alcohol consumption is heavily skewed. Alcohol consumption practices appear to differentiate the heaviest drinkers from others more clearly than sociodemographic factors.

Implications for public health: Public health interventions that reduce drinking among the heaviest 10% of drinkers in Australia have the potential to markedly reduce per-capita consumption and reduce alcohol-related harm. Interventions focused on cheap alcohol may be effective with these drinkers.
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2. To identify the sociodemographic characteristics of these heaviest drinkers.

3. To assess how key drinking and risk behaviours differ for these heaviest drinkers compared to other Australian drinkers.

Methods

Data sources

Data largely came from the 2016 National Drug Strategy Household Survey (NDSHS), a tri-annual survey of the Australian population focussing on alcohol and drug issues. The survey used a stratified multi-stage design to sample respondents aged 12 and over from around Australia (total n=23,441). For the NDSHS, geographic regions were initially sampled (with probability of selection proportional to population). Random dwellings were then selected within these regions following a comprehensive set of procedures including skip intervals, eligible and ineligible addresses, and dealing with blocks of flats and units. The person in the household with the most recent birthday was selected to complete the survey. Following recruitment, respondents were able to complete the survey either on a paper form, via the web or over the phone. The response rate for the 2016 survey was 51.1%, broadly consistent with previous survey waves.8 Australians who were homeless, institutionalised or living in other non-residential settings were excluded from the sampling frame, as were households where respondents did not speak sufficient English to complete the survey. Data were weighted by age, sex and region to be representative of population estimates from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Full survey details are available in the study report.4 We excluded 12-13 year olds (n=322) from our study as they did not answer all questions in the survey.

For the final section on purchasing practices, we used data from the Australian arm of the International Alcohol Control Study, run in 2013. A total of 2,020 people agreed to participate in the study, a computer-assisted telephone interview with a general population sample reached by random digit dialling (RDD) to landlines (60%) and mobile phones (40%) with a response rate of 37.2%. Again, only respondents who spoke English were eligible for selection. Risky drinkers were oversampled (see Jiang et al.12 for details) to provide a sufficient sample of heavy drinkers and were down-weighted in whole-of-sample analyses (based on the population prevalence of risky drinking in the 2013 NDSHS) to ensure representative estimates. Further weighting also adjusted for age, sex and region to ensure a representative sample. Of the 2,020 respondents, 1,789 reported consuming alcohol in the past 12 months – only these respondents were included in the analyses for this paper.

Measures

In the NDSHS, alcohol consumption was collected using the standard graduated quantity frequency measure used in previous NDSHS waves (e.g. Livingston and Dietze13). Respondents were asked how often they drank 20 or more standard drinks in a session, and then how often they drank between 11 and 19 drinks, and so on down to how often they drank 1-2 drinks. An estimate of total annual consumption volume for each respondent was derived by multiplying the mid-point of each volume category (e.g. for the 11-19 drinks category, a volume of 15 is used) by the mid-point of each frequency category (e.g. for 5-6 days per week, a frequency of 5.5*52 = 286 is used). Where respondents provided more than 365 drinking occasions, their heaviest 365 were used. The top volume category (20 or more) was coded as 21 drinks. See Greenfield14 for a more detailed explanation of this approach.

Other key measures from the NDSHS are listed below:

- Main drink type (respondents were asked to choose their ‘main drink’ out of a list of categories: cask wine, bottled wine, regular strength beer, mid-strength beer, low-strength beer, home-brewed beer, fortified wine, spirits, pre-mix spirits (can), pre-mix spirits (bottle), other mixed drinks).

- Drinking location (respondents were asked to specify all the locations that they usually drank alcohol out of a list of categories: own home, friend’s home, party, restaurants/cafes, pubs/clubs, rave/dance parties, school/TAFE/university, workplace, public spaces, in a car, somewhere else).

- Risky behaviour while drinking (respondents were asked whether or not they had ‘driven a motor vehicle’, ‘created a public disturbance or nuisance’ or ‘verbally abused someone’ while drinking).

These measures were included as they were the most policy-relevant data available in the survey in terms of drinking and risk behaviours.

Basic measures of age, sex, rurality, employment status and household income were also examined as these have been shown to be related to risky drinking in previous studies.8 In the IAC, respondents were asked whether they ever drank alcohol in a range of different locations (e.g. their own home, pubs, restaurants etc.). For each location, they were then asked to describe what they drank during a usual drinking occasion at that location, providing drink types and quantities in the units that they would drink in. For example, they could say they drank six ‘stubbies’ of regular-strength beer, rather than being expected to know that this is approximately 8.4 Australian standard drinks. From this an estimate of total consumption could be calculated and the top ten per cent of drinkers were then identified. Questions about off-licence purchasing of alcohol were asked in a similar fashion: respondents were asked how often they purchase alcohol from a range of premises and what they usually purchase when they go. Information on the amount and cost of alcohol purchased allowed a cost per standard drink to be calculated (see Jiang et al.12 for more detail on the alcohol consumption and purchasing measures in the IAC).

Analyses

We grouped the Australian population into 20 equal-sized groups, from the group that consumed the least alcohol (percentile 0) to the group that consumed the most (percentile 95). All drinkers had a random fraction of a standard drink added to their total yearly consumption between 0.00001 and 0.99999 in order to avoid clustering of groups around more popular drink amounts. We combined the top two groups into a single category, making up the heaviest-drinking 10% of the population. Basic descriptive analyses are then presented, including comparisons between the heaviest drinking 10% of the population and other drinkers (non-drinkers are excluded from these comparisons). The statistical significance of differences between groups in Table 2 was assessed using the conservative approach of non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals. Analyses comparing the heaviest consumers with other drinkers in the IAC dataset used adjusted Wald tests of means or Stata’s prtest as and when
appropriate. All analyses presented below use weighted data.

Results

Table 1 shows the distribution of drinking in Australia from the 2016 NDSHS. The bottom four groups (making up 20% of the population) were abstainers and consumed no alcohol. The heaviest drinkers consumed disproportionately large amounts of alcohol, with the top 5% consuming more than one-third of all alcohol.

The heaviest drinking 10% of the Australian population consumed 54.4% of all the alcohol in 2016. Respondents in this group consumed at least 3.1 standard drinks per day, placing them well above the Australian low-risk drinking guideline of 2 drinks per day.

Table 2 shows some key characteristics of these heavy drinkers compared to other drinkers in Australia (abstainers are excluded from these analyses). The top 10% of drinkers were more likely to be male, were slightly more likely to be aged between 40 and 69 years and were less likely to be 14-17 or 70+ years old. The heaviest drinkers were less likely to live in major cities.

In the simple bivariate analyses, the top 10% of drinkers were disproportionately likely to live in regional areas. For example, 16% of the heaviest drinkers lived in outer regional and remote areas, compared with 10% of other drinkers.

The ‘main drinks’ reported by the heaviest drinking 10% and other drinkers are also reported in Table 2. The heaviest drinkers were more likely to identify cask wine and all categories of beer as their main drink than other drinkers and less likely to identify bottled wine, spirits, pre-mixed spirits and cider. Heavy drinkers were also more likely to report drinking in their own home, at pubs and clubs, raves and dance parties, at work and in public places like parks. In terms of risk behaviours, they were three times as likely as other drinkers to report driving under the influence of alcohol and around five times more likely to report causing public disturbances or verbally abusing sometime.

Table 3 shows the results of a logistic regression examining which drinking and sociodemographic factors are most strongly associated with being in the heaviest drinking group. Reference groups were selected for ease of interpretation (e.g. using an age group in the middle of the distribution allowed us to see groups both significantly lower and significantly higher than the reference group). As the drinking location question allowed for multiple responses, the reference category
for each location is respondents who did not drink at that location.

Men and people from outside major cities were significantly more likely to be among the heaviest drinkers. There were few differences by age, with 14–17 year-olds less likely than 30-39 year-olds and 50-69 year-olds more likely. Economic variables had no relationship with whether a respondent was in the heaviest drinking group. Drinking behaviours were strongly associated with being in the heaviest drinking group.

Respondents whose main drink was cask wine were the most likely to be among the heaviest drinkers, while those who drank regular strength beer as their main drink were more likely than those who nominated any other beverage type. The heaviest 10% of drinkers were more likely to report drinking at home, drinking at raves or dance parties, drinking in pubs or bars, drinking at work and drinking in public places. They were less likely to report drinking in restaurants or cafes.

Finally, in order to examine purchasing patterns we used the IAC data, where respondents were asked about both purchasing and consumption patterns. Using this, we compared the heaviest 10% of Australian drinkers in that sample with other drinkers. There was some evidence that the heaviest drinkers favoured cheaper alcohol. The mean price they paid per standard drink for off-premise alcohol was $1.47, compared with $1.81 for other drinkers ($F(1,1684)=15.99, p<0.001). Similarly, when we examined whether respondents purchased 20% or more of their alcohol below $1.30 per standard drink (based on the recently set minimum price in the Northern Territory), we found significant differences. Most of the heaviest drinkers (65%, CI 53%-75%) purchased at least 20% of their alcohol below $1.30 per drink, compared with 37% (CI 34%-41%) of other drinkers ($z=5.59, p<0.001). We specifically examined cask wine (the cheapest form of alcohol in Australia) and found that a higher proportion of heavy drinkers consumption was cask wine than other drinkers (7.8% (4.0%-11.7%) compared with 1.7% (0.9%-2.4%)) ($F(1,1788)=9.72, p=0.002).

Conclusions

Our analyses found that the drinking distribution in Australia is heavily skewed, with the heaviest drinking 10% of the population consuming more than half of all alcohol consumed. This is consistent with previous work overseas, but is the first Australian study to quantify the significant contribution that heavy drinkers make to the alcohol market in Australia.

We attempted to identify sociodemographic and behavioural correlates of being among this heaviest drinking 10% of the population. Men and people from regional and rural areas were more likely to be among the heaviest drinkers. Men have historically consumed markedly more alcohol than women in Australia and there has been little narrowing of this gap in recent years. Similarly, higher rates of drinking outside the major cities have been well established. Somewhat surprisingly, and in contrast to some studies that looked at more inclusive measures of ‘risky drinking’, there were few other strong relationships with sociodemographic factors. While there were some significant differences between the age distributions of the heaviest drinkers and other drinkers, the substantive differences were relatively small.
For the socioeconomic variables analysed (employment status and neighbourhood disadvantage) there were no significant effects at all in the multi-variable model. The relationship between social class and alcohol consumption is complex and the consistent over-representation of people from lower socioeconomic backgrounds in alcohol-related harm data remains a puzzle and may be related to factors other than alcohol consumption. Importantly, we found very strong relationships between key drinking variables and being among the heaviest drinkers. Heavy drinkers favoured cask wine and full-strength beer and were more likely to drink at home than non-heavy drinkers. Furthermore, analyses of a second data set showed that the heaviest drinkers tended to purchase cheaper alcohol than non-heavy drinkers. These findings are consistent with research elsewhere that shows that cheap alcohol tends to be favoured by heavier drinkers and that policies aimed at increasing the price of the cheapest alcohol can substantially reduce alcohol-related harm. Our finding, that more than half of all alcohol is drunk by 10% of drinkers, would also provide support for any policy that was applied per drink, rather than per drinker. In other words, pricing policies – especially those that focus on cheap alcohol – may be the most effective way to reduce the drinking of heavy drinkers in Australia. Of course, these policies should be supplemented with other evidence-based interventions including brief interventions in primary care, restrictions to trading hours late at night and other population-based interventions.

Our study has several limitations. It relies on self-reported alcohol consumption data, which has widely reported weaknesses, especially at the upper end of the distribution. We have previously shown that the NDSHS provides broadly reliable measurement of population trends in drinking, but it is likely that our sample excludes some of the heaviest drinkers in the country either due to non-response bias or because they’re excluded from sampling frames. It is also worth noting that the data from the IAC were from 2013, while the NDSHS data were from 2016. Per capita consumption of alcohol in Australia fell by 3% between 2013 and 2016, so there may be some small differences in the two samples. However, our findings are likely to be broadly indicative of the characteristics of Australia’s heaviest drinkers and point towards potential policy interventions focusing especially on cheap alcohol as a way of reducing harm from alcohol in Australia.

Implications for public health

The heaviest drinking 10% of drinkers in Australia consume a substantial proportion of all alcohol. Interventions that reduced this consumption would likely produce significant improvements in public health. Our findings – that these heavy drinkers purchase cheaper alcohol than other drinkers – suggest that interventions targeting cheaper alcohol may be effective with this group and provide further evidence that price-related interventions such as volumetric taxation or minimum unit pricing are worth exploring.
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